
Terrestrial Habitat-Broad Scale Overview 

TERRESTRIAL HABITAT-BROAD SCALE OVERVIEW 

The Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grassland extend across the 
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains and the High Plains of northeastern Colorado. Vegetative 
regions range from alpine tundra at the highest elevations to subalpine forest, upper and lower 
montane forests, and finally to short-grass prairie at the lowest elevations. Flora is central to the 
discussion of terrestrial habitat. 

MOUNTAINS 

ECOLOGICAL SECTION 

Within Province M33 1, the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests are entirely in the Northern 
Parks and Ranges Section, M331I. This area covers about 18,000 square miles, or 17.6 percent 
of the province and 0.5 percent of the United States. The section is generally characterized as 
mountains with broad plains. Elevations range from 5,575 to 14,410 feet and there are many 
rivers and streams, (USDA Forest Service 1994). 

ARAPAHO AND ROOSEVELT NATIONAL FORESTS 

The Range of Natural Variation (RNV) is defined as the spectrum of conditions possible in 
ecosystem composition, structure and function considering both temporal and spatial factors 
(Kaufmann, et al. 1994). Comparison of existing conditions with the RNV is considered a useful 
indicator of the health and balance of an ecosystem. Many elements of composition, structure 
and function are discussed in the following sections; however, the FWV has not been ascertained 
for most elements, and useful comparisons are limited. In certain sections where data exist 
estimates of RNV and conclusions based on it are used to judge, to the extent possible, what 
conditions existed prior to human influence. In one situation, approximations of RNV from 
similar, nearby forest ecosystems are presented. The sections that discuss and compare RNV 
include vegetation structure (for late seral forest types, including old-growth forests), habitat 
effectiveness and interior forests. 

Composition of Ground Cover 

Forest vegetation dominates this mountainous area, but many other associated species of plants 
grow within each major cover type. Within these more obvious, existing vegetation cover types 
are habitat types that are distinguished on the basis of understory vegetation. Habitat types 
indicate the potential natural vegetation, or association of plants, that will occur in the absence of 
disturbance. Lodgepole pine forests, for example, are most prevalent but a substantial portion of 
them would become dominated by subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce in the absence of major 
disturbances such as fire, windstorms, insects, disease or logging. Similarly, certain existing 
ponderosa pine forests are actually Douglas-fir habitat types and will eventually be dominated by 
Douglas-fir trees in the continued absence of fire and other disturbances. Habitat types and plant 
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associations have been described, and predictions of future conditions are possibk assufing the 
presence or absence of disturbances (Hess and Alexander 1986, Johnston 1987). Wile  habitat 
types have not been mapped, it is important ta be awae of the differences between what exists 
now and what  may exist in the future given disturbance or the lack of it. 

The following specific Forest Plan direction asssuIres, dong with more generd colirection, 
adequate early and late forest structural stages including old growth for terrestrial wildlife: 

* Chapter One, Section Qne: Forestwide management emphasis gods 3 and 8 and 
objectives 2 and 12 for biodiversity, ecosystem health and sustainability 

0 Chapter One, Section Two: Operational gods, standards and guidelines 34,41,43, 
62, 66,92,93, 1186-122 

a Chapter Two and Three: Geographic and management area 'direction that emphasizes 
wildlife habitat 

Table 

Ponderosa pine I 
Douglas-fir 57,000 4 

Aspen 44,000 3 

Limber, bristlecone, pinyon pinre, juniper 8,000 1 

i%"leaf cottonwood ,and blue spruce 1,000 <1 I 

SUBTOTAL 996,000 77 
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Major Vegetation and Nonvegetation Cover Acres (Approximate) Percent 
r 

Grasses and forbs 

Shrubs 

Rock, ice, and other nonvegetation 

144,000 11 

68,000 5 

67,000 5 
1 -  I I 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

Lakes and ponds I 14,000 I 2 I 
293,000 23 

.1,289,000 100 

Environmental Consequences-Ground Cover Composition 

The existing acreages shown above are expected to change little over time with any alternative. 
No conversions of one vegetation type to another will occur; however shifts in seral and climax 
species within habitats will vary among the six alternatives. Such shifts would, however, be 
within the range of natural variation (RNV) where change is slow and probably detectable only 
over centuries. 

Management under the two possible budget levels is likely to affect the ground cover. Aspen, 
which is presently suppressed by late successional conifers, will increase as a seral component 
where harvest and burning of conifers occur, especially where overstory is removed in lodgepole 
pine and spruce-fir forests that have aspen as a major seral species. Conifers will eventually 
establish dominance again. Alternative I is estimated to result in the most aspen, followed by 
Alternatives C ,  A, B, H, and E, respectively, based on changes from late- to early-structural 
stages due to timber management and fire occurrence in decade 1 (Tables 3.59 through 3.64) and 
on the amount of planned aspen regeneration for wildlife habitat improvement (See the 
Supplemental Tables at the end of this document). The increase in aspen will occur primarily in 
lodgepole pine forests. 

Where management and other disturbances are absent the lodgepole pine cover will become 
dominated by subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce. This will occur in subalpine fir habitat types 
where lodgepole pine is presently a major seral species, but where succession is at the point of 
overstory establishment by fir and spruce and the lodgepole pine canopy is fading. This slow, 
natural progression to fir and spruce will likely be highest in Alternative E followed by H, A, B, 
C and I, respectively, based on the relative amounts of remaining late successional lodgepole 
pine in decade 5 (Tables 3.59 through 3.64). 

Existing ponderosa pine canopies will decrease in some areas if fire suppression and lack of 
vegetation treatment continue to allow Douglas-fir trees to succeed into dominance. Retention of 
ponderosa pine dominance will be greatest in Alternative H followed by B, A, C, I and E, 
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respectively, bsased on planned acres of harvest and fuel treatment aver five decades in these 
conifer types. 

Young ponderosa pine trees wiIl increase in some areas if fire snppression continues to allow 
their regeneration around dry grassland openings; a small shift from nonforested to forested area 
would result. Maintenance of existing openings and discouragement of invading ponderosa pine 
will be greatest in Alternative H, followed by A, then by C, E and I which are equal, and last by 
B, based on planned acres of reduced conifer encroachment. 

Shrubs will gain in do"nce  on grass-forb-shblands if fire suppression continues in these 
areas. Young ponderosa pine trees will succeed in invading openings under ithe six alternatives 
in much the same way as described in the foregoing paragraph. 

Areas of nonvegetation are expected to change little, if any, by alternative. 

Patterns of Vegetation 

The arrangement and distribution of vegetation vary considerably across the Forests, and 
particularly with elevation. Alpine tundra occurs at the highest elevations and consists of low 
shrubs, cushion plants, forbs, sedges, lichens and ~ Q S S ~ S .  The alpine tundra region is found from 
about B 1,000 feet to the tops of the peaks some of which exceed 14,rOQO feet. In the ARNF 
tundra occurs primarily dong the Continental Divide. This region has short, cool summers and 
long, cold winters. Snow may cover the ground dl year in some areas, not at all in others. 
Strong winds, variable moisture, md a 45-day growing season create a harsh environment. 
Vegetation includes hairgrass, buttercup, sedges, grasses, willows, and cushion plants. Scattered 
krummholz of spruce and f i i  are found at the lower boundary laf this region. 

Subalpine forests of E n g e h "  spruce, subalpine fir, limber pine and bristlecone pine QGCLII- just 
below alpine areas at elevations from 9,000 to B 1,000 feet. Wet meadows and bogs are c o m o n .  
This region is cool in s u m e r  and cold in winter. Temperatures below ZH-Q degrees Fahenheit 
are frequent and may extend for long periods of time. The growing season is less than 90 days. 
Precipitation is 25 to 30 inches annually. The principal vegetation series are willow-birch and 
sedge-grass meadows on the valley floors, with limber pine, lodgepole pine, aspen, Engelmann 
spruce, and subalpine fir on the slopes and ridgetops. 

Lodgepole pine forests grow on both sides of the Continental Divide below the subalpine forests 
in the upper montane region from roughly 8,000 to 9,000 feet. The growing season is less than 
90 days and precipitation is 25 to 30 inches per year. Willows, alder, birch, grasses, and sedges 
cover the vdley floors. The valley wdPs and ridge tops host fairly dense stands of aspen, 
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, limber pine, and lodgepde pine. 

Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests, shrublands and grasslands predominate at the lower 
elevations of the National Forests east of the Continental Divide. Tks. lower montane forest 
region occupies an elevational range from 6,QQO to 8,000 feet, with a growing season of about 
B 00 days and precipitation averages of 20 to25 inches per year. Sagebrush and grasses are 
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intermixed in the eastern portion; ponderosa pine and grasses predominate in the central portion; 
and stands of Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine are found in the western portion. Low moisture 
levels produce park-like stands of widely spaced trees with a grasdshrub understory. 

Patterns of vegetation vary considerably within and between these forest types. High-elevation 
spruce-fir forests are most uniform and connected except where logging has occurred and sites 
are becoming re-established to trees. Medium- elevation lodgepole pine forests vary from highly 
uniform and connected to generally patchy and broken where recent logging or fires have 
occurred and sites are becoming re-established to trees. Low elevation ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir forests are mostly patchy and broken due to human development, logging and insect 
epidemics. Forested comdors are discussed further in the wildlife section of this chapter. 

Aspen is a major seral component in portions of the spruce-fir and lodgepole pine forests and in 
limited areas occurs as a major climax species, especially in the northwestern part of the Arapaho 
National Forest and the northern Roosevelt National Forest. Blue spruce occurs in high- 
elevation riparian areas and narrowleaf cottonwood occurs in low-elevation riparian areas. 
Rocky Mountain juniper occurs in dry foothills on the eastern edge of the Roosevelt National 
Forest (Hess and Alexander 1986). Shrublands of willow species are common in moist, 
medium- to high-elevation openings. Species such as sagebrush, mountain mahogany, 
rabbitbrush, bitterbrush, skunkbush, gooseberry and raspberry occur at dry, medium- to low- 
elevation openings and within juniper and ponderosa pine forests. Grasses and grasslike plants 
dominate a wide variety of openings from foothills to alpine, from dry to wet environments. 

Environmental Consequences-Vegetation Pattems 

Patterns associated with vegetation composition are expected to change little with any of the six 
alternatives. However, changes in structure discussed in the next section, will create different 
patterns. Altered patterns of structure are likely to result from vegetation treatments, which will 
vary by alternative and will occur primarily within areas classified as “suitable and available” for 
timber management (see the timber suitability map included with this document). Treatments 
and resulting changes from existing structural patterns will generally be in accessible areas where 
timber management has occurred in the past, as shown in Figure 3.10. The sizes of created 
openings will generally be larger than those created by humans in the past, and should more 
closely mimic the results of natural events in both size and shape. 
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Vegetation Cover 

Grass-forb 

S hrub-seedling 

Structure of Vegetation 

Acres (Approximate) Percent of 
Total 

9,000 1 

10,600 1 

Within the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests, 2 percent of forested vegetation is early 
successional grass-forb and shrub-seedling, and 59 percent is late successional mature and old- 
growth stages (Table 3.50). Within individual forest types the amounts per structural stage vary 
(Table 3.51). 

Late successional 

Mature 

Old Growth 

470,600 50 

108,900 12 

I Sapling-pole I 344,300 I 36 

TOTAL I 943,400 100 

Forest Type/ 
Structural Stage 

Lodgepole pine 

Grass-forb 

Shrub-seedling 

Acres Percent of 
(Approximate) T n e  

Subtotal 

5,300 1 

8,000 1 

I Sapling-pole I 254,300 I 51 

Late successional -Mature 

Late successional -Old Growth 

195,800 39 

38,000 8 

I SUBTOTAL 
~ 

501,400 -I 100 

Percent of 
Forests Total 

1 

1 

25 

19 

, 4 
I 

50 
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Forest Typel 
Structural Stage 

SpruceEir 

Grass -forb 

Shmb-seedling 

Sapling-pole 

Late successional - Nature 12 1,400 49 12 

Late successional - Old Growth 69,200 28' 7 

SUBTOTAL I 248.0100 I 25 

Ponderosa pine I I I 

SUBTOTAL 136,700 100' 14 
Douglas-fir ~ 

Grass-5orb 

Late swcessional - Mature 

SUBTOTAL I 57,3062 I~ 100 I 6 
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Acres 
(Approximate) 

Forest Type/ 
Structural Stage 

Percent of Percent of 
Type 1Forests Total 

Subtotal 

I Aspen 

7,200 

Grass-forb 

Shrub-seedling I-- Sapling-pole 

16 1 Late successional-Mature 

Late successional-Old Growth 

Forest Type 

Lodgepole pine 

Spruce-fir 

SUBTOTAL 

Early Intermediate Late 

20-50 20-50 30-70 

0-20 10-20 50-70 

600 I 
35,500 I 83 I 3 1  

0 1  0 1  0 1  

t 43,600 I 100 I 4 1  

The range of natural variation (RNV) is not known for vegetation structure, but two scenarios 
can be conjectured. The first is based on estimates of RNV made for a 28,000 acre area within 
the adjacent Routt National Forest and summarized in Table 3.52, but it is uncertain whether 
these estimates are appropriate for larger scales such as the Arapaho and Roosevelt National 
Forests. 

Table 3.52 Estimated RNV Percent by Seral Stage in a 28,000 Acre Area, Routt National 
Forest vs Existing Conditions on the A m a  
Estimated RNV percent by seral stage, Routt NF 
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~ ' Lodgepole pine 

Spruce-fir 

~~~ ~~ ~ 

Source: USDA Forest Service (1994a). 
Rounding %Q tPle nearest percent causes slight digerences between percentage mounts from separate, single 
structural stage categories (Table 3.51) versus a structural stage category for both grass-forb with shrub-seedlrng 
stages combined (Table 3.68). Hence, the one percent range for these lodgepole pine seral stages. 

~ ~~ 

1 38 61 

1 16 83 

Assuming the RNV estimates at the relatively small scale of 28,000 acres are meaningful to 
compare with the larger scde of the m ' s  1,289,000 acres, indications are that in lodgepole 
pine the early seral stages are now substantidally below W V  and the intermediate seral stages are 
slightly above RNV. h spruce-fir forests, intemediate serd stages are now slightly over RNV 
and late seral stages are substantially over RNW. These indications are not, however, consistent 
with estimates of late serd RNv for both lodgepole pine and spruce-fir using the approach of the 
second scenario. 

The second scenario takes as a seasonable assumption that the vegetation structure currently 
existing in Kgh-elevation wildemess areas is within the RNV that existed prior U.0 human 
influence. While this influence has affected wildemess areas to some extent, with fire 
suppression probably the largest, the degree of influence ow structural stages has generally been 
low in contrast to other W S  lands. Looking at existing structural stages in wilderness may thus 
offer a starting point for defining RNV vegetation structure. 

Table 3.53 Seral Stages bv Percent. A W  Wilderness Areas; 

Given the fire activity that would have probably occurred naturally m d  without fire suppressi~an 
over the past c'entury, it is reasonabl'e t'o conclude that the cursent moun t  of e d y  Iodgepole pine 
(1 percent) is below WNV. Because lodgepole pine is dependent on fire, it is probable that the 
first scenario's estimate of 21) to 50 percent more closely 'approximates the lower extreme of 
RWV. FQr the same reasons, the current level of late serd spru'ce-fir in wilderness (83 percent) is 
likely higher than RNV. However, whether the firs't scenaril3's 'estimate of 563 to TO percent better 
'approximates the upper udue 'of RNV is less certain. 
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Major Forest Type/ 
Structural Stage 

Lodgepole pine 

Grass-forb 

Shrub-seedling 

Sapling-pole 

Late successional - Mature 

Late successional-Old Growth 

SUBTOTAL 

SpruceFir 

Grass-forb 

Table 3.54 Forest Structural Stages by Major Forest Type Inside and Outside Wilderness 
Areas. ARNF. 1997 

WiIderness Areas Outside Wilderness Areas 

AWS ' Percent of Acres Percent of 
(Approximate) Type (Approximate) Type 

Subtotal SubtotaI 

0 0 5,300 1 

600 1 7,400 2 

34,900 38 219,300 54 

. 46,300 50 149,500 36 

10,000 11 28,000 7 

91,800 100 409,500 100 

200 <1 1,500 1 

Shrub-seedling 

Sapling-pole 

100 <1 1,300 1 

13,600 16 40,500 25 

Late successional - Mature 

Late successional - Old 

44,500 51 ' 76,800 48 

28.100 32 41.100 25 

For ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth, comparison with wilderness is not possible but 
present amounts of old growth are estimated to be lower than in times prior to humans dating 
back to prehistory (Mehl 1995). The extremely low existing amounts (Tables 3.55 and 3.56) are 
quite possibly below the RNV. 

SUBTOTAL I 86,500 

Old Growth Forests 

100 I 161,200 I 100 

Late successional forests are identified as old growth and mature. According to one recent 
source, "Old-growth forests are ecosystems distinguished by old trees and related structural 
features. Old growth encompasses the later stages of stand development that typically differ 
from earlier stages in structure, composition, function, and other attributes" (USDA 1992a). 
Within the mature forest structural stage is a portion inventoried as relatively close to becoming 
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ol’d growth, m d  termed “develmopirng” old growth. The remdnder of the mature forest stage is not 
considered close to bec”ning old growth. 

Mehl(1992) notes that old growth is typically distinguished h m  younger g r ~ ~ t h  by several of 
the folbwing stand attributes: large bees for species and site; variation, in tree sizes and spacing; 
standing and down dead trees; decadence in the form of broken or deformed tops, or bole and 
root decay; multiple cmopy Iayers; and gaps in the tree canopy and understory patchiness. 
Several of the stand attvibutes is notable because old-growth attributes differ among conifer 
types. For example, “multiple canopy layers” is a standard and ““mandatorry”old-g~owth attribute 
for spruceifir but nat for hdgepok pine, ponderosa pine, or Douglas-fir. The G~ossary and 
Appendix B give fnrther definition and details. 

About 12 percent (107,500 acres) of the major forested types exist as old growth on the A m .  
About two-thirds of this acreage is spruce and fir, one-third is lodgepole pine amd 1 percent is 
Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. Another 14 percent (132,QOO acres) is inventoried as 
“‘develnoping” old growth, or estimated to become old growth within the next century in the 
absence of catastrophic changes at these sites’. Most old growth and “de~eloping~’ old growth 
occurs in high-elevation spruce and fir, less occurs in mid-elevatkm lodgepole pine, and least 
occurs in lowelevation Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine. The old-growth map is avahble at the 
A W - P N G  offices. 

Table 3.55 Existing Old Growth and Developing Old Growth by Area and Percent sf 

The inventory of “developing” ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old p o w t h  is incomplete. In addifion to 
1,900 aches inventoried as “deve180ping” old gomwth, dr” 114,000 acres of mature ponderosa pine and 40,000 
acres of mature D”iglas-fir occur, and a portion of these acreages may be within 100 years of reaching old-growth 

E 

CQndlhQnS. 
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Major Conifer Types 

About two-thirds of all inventoried old growth exists outside of wilderness (Table 3.56). This 
varies by conifer type with about 59 percent of spruce-fir, 74 percent of lodgepole pine and 100 
percent of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth found outside of wilderness (Tables 3.55 
and 3.56). 

Existing Old Growth Developing Old ~ ’Totals 
Growth 

The RNV is not known for old growth. However, it may be reasonable to assume that the 
existing situation in high-elevation wilderness areas is near the upper value of RNV or within 
RNV values discussed earlier in the comparison of two possible scenarios. It was noted there 
that while human influences have affected wilderness areas to some extent, with fire suppression 
probably the largest, the degree of influence on structural stages has generally been low in 
contrast to other NFS lands. Using this assumption, comparisons can be made for spruce-fir and 
lodgepole forests (Tables 3.56 and 3.57). The present proportional amounts of structural stages 
are seen to differ, with existing old-growth lodgepole pine totaling 11 percent of the type inside 
wilderness and 7 percent outside wilderness. Existing old-growth spruce-fir totals 32 percent 
inside, versus 25 percent outside wilderness. If the assumption is generally accurate, even though 
not precise, it indicates downward trends in spruce-fir and lodgepole pine old growth outside of 
wilderness since human arrival. 

Sprucelfir 
161,300 acres 

Lodgepole pine 
409,600 acres 

Ponderosa pine 
128,600 acres 

Douglas-fir 
53,400 acres 

For ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth, comparison with wilderness is not possible, but 
present amounts of existing old growth are estimated to be below those of times prior to Euro- 
American settlement (Mehl 1995). The extremely low existing amounts are, in fact, quite 
possibly below the RNV (Tables 3.55 and 3.56). This relatively rare situation is addressed 
further in the Fire Scale Overview section. 

41,100 acres 42,700 acres 83,8000 acres 
25 percent 26 percent 52 percent 

28,000 acres 38,500 acres 66,500 acres 
7 percent 9 percent 16 percent 

1,300 acres 300 acres” 1,600 acres 
1 percent e1 percent 1 percent 

400 acres 1,600 acres 2,000 acres 
4 percent 3 percent 4 percent 

I Totals I 70,800acres I 83,100acres I 153,900Ges 
752,900 acres I 9 percent I 11 percent I 20 percent 

a The inventory of “developing” ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir old growth is incomplete. In addition to 1,900 
acres inventoried, approximately 106,700 acres of mature ponderosa pine and 36,400 acres of mature Douglas-fir 
occur, and a portion of this acreage may be within 100 years of reaching old-growth conditions. 
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Major Conifer Types Existing Old Growth Develolpimg Old To;tab 
Growth I 

28,16301 acres 
32 percent 

Totals; 
178,500 acres 

30,2001 acresa 
35 percsent 

38,100 acres. 4&,900 acres 8'7,000 acres 
21 percent 27 percent 49 percent 

58#,300 acres 
67 percent 

Ladgepole pine I 91,800 acres 
10,000 acres 
11 percent 

18,700 acres 
20 percent 

28,7dEQ acres 
3 1 percent 

Other Structural Features 

Within the vegetation structural! stages previously discussed are other structural components as 
well. Standing d'ead trees are present acro8ss the forest bec,ause with trees of any size OF age there 
is always tree mortality. Snags '(standing dead trees), '8 inches in diameter m d  6 or more feet tall, 
vary from few n'ear roads that are open itlo publk use, to many in inaccessibble areas of recent 
insect, diseas'e or fire occurre171ce. Th'e larger-sized mags, those most important as wildlife 
habitat, are most prevalent in 1,ate-successiond forest stages. Because of the high mount of 
late-successional forests, the ZQI-KKI~~ 'of snags is generally high forestwi'de md except for 
localized situati"x, the 8c"Klitions they provide for wildlife are c"xid'ered generally adequate. 

Down trees result from live and dead trees that fall to the forest floor. Their numbers' and 
distribution are similar to those described for standing dead trees, and except for localized 
situations, con'ditions $or wildlife are considered gen'erally adequate. As with snags, the Iarger, 
fallen trees are most important as wil'dlife habitat. 

The majority of the late suc~ces~i~ond spruceifir, Douglas-fir and pond'erosa pine forests have at 
least two-stori'ed canopies. The earlier stages of these forest types m d  dl stages of lodgepol'e 
pine are generally single-storied, except where lodgepole pine is being succeeded by fir and 
spruce. Most late sluccession~al ponderosa pine and some lodgepole pine are probably outside of 
WNV because human suppression of fire has created multi-storied 'con'ditions that would n'ot 
otherwise exist. 

Canopy closure or density of crown foliage is estimated far the sapling-pole and late successional 
stages in Table 3.58. Canopy closure does not apply to the grass-forb stage of forests since trees 
are not established, and estimates are not available for the shrub-seedling stage. An estimated 26 
percent of forests have dense canopy c h u r e ,  46 have medium and 26 percent have scattered OF 
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Structural Stage Acres : Percent of 
Canopy CIosure (Approximate) ; TotaI Forest 

Grass-forb 9.000 1 

sparse. Canopy closure is used in defining, quantifying and comparing forested and open 
corridors, habitat effectiveness and interior forests in relation to wildlife habitat. 

Shrub-seedling I 1 1,000 

Table 3, 

1 

~ 4 0 %  canopy closure 

40-70% canopy closure 

105,000 11 

169,000 17 

I Sapling-pole I I I 

>70% canopy closure 

Late Successional-Mature 

<40% canopy closure 

1 13,000 11 

142,000 14 

40-70% canopy closure 

>70% canopy closure 

Late successional - Old Growth 

<40% canopy closure 

40-70% canopy closure 

>70% canopy closure 

TOTAL 

219,100 22 

1 19,000 12 

1 1,000 1 

7 1,000 7 

27,000 3 

996.000 100 

Environmental Consequences-Vegetation Structure 

Major agents of change including forest growth, timber management, prescribed fire and wildfire 
are incorporated into the results of the following tables which show estimated changes in forest 
structural stages by decade and by alternative. Only the major conifer types of lodgepole pine, 
spruce-fir, ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir are estimated since these types make up 95 percent of 
the forested types (Table 3.5 1) and it is here that most change is expected. Forest growth is the 
primary agent of change, followed next by fire, and last by timber management. The Timber 
Production, Fire and Insect and Disease Sections discuss each of these agents of change. 
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Tables 3.59 through 3.64 and Tables 3.67 and 3.68 represent expected changes to forest 
structural stages at the full budget level. At the experienced budget level, approximately one 
third fewer acres will be treated and changed by timber and fire management treatments, but the 
ranking of alternatives remains the same for relative changes. h o k i n g  at the extremes of 
structural stages (early and late) md decades (1 and 53, Alternative B would yield the most grass- 
forb acres and Alternative E the least. Alternative E would yield the most old growth and 
Alternative C the least. All alternatives would yield E~QE grass-fmb acres than currently exist. 
Old growth would hxrease aver time in dl alternatives except for Pkaternatiues C and I where 
total old growth of all types would drop slightly, and where lodgepole pine old growth would be 
reduced by more than 50 percent by decade 5. Qverall, most of the changes from late to early 
successional stages would 10ccur in lodgepole pine. The forest structural tables which follow 
provide data fundamental to predicting envh-onmentd consequences in sewed of the following 
sections. 
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Sapling-pole 
Shrub-seedling 

Grass-forb 

TOTAL 
Ponderosa Pine 
Late Succ.Old Growth 

Late Succ.-Mature 

r 

54,100 49,095 44,090 
1,500 2,805 2,760 
1,800 450 450 

248,000 248,000 248,000 

1,300 2,254 3,208 
113,800 11 1,897 109,994 

Table 3.58 Forest Structural Stages Alternative A 

Acres 
Current Decade 1 Decade 2 

Lodgepole pine 
Late Succ.Old Growth 38,000 34,420 35,311 
Late Succ.-Mature 195,800 198,604 209,355 
Sapling-pole 254,300 238,822 223,344 
Shrub-seedling 8,000 10,660 26,914 

39,085 
2,715 
1,797 

248,000 

Decade 3 Decade 4 Decade 5 

35,385 30,335 
2,7 12 3,656 
1,394 450 

248;OOO 248,000 

Late Succ.-Mature 1 121,400 I 123,723 1 126,046 I 127,238 I 128,768 I 131,091 

4,162 
103,451 

5,116 6,070 
101,548 99,645 

Sapling-pole 
S hrub-seedling 

19,300 16,556 13,812 11,068 9,560 10,509 
800 2,036 5,729 9,422 16,519 16,519 

Grass-forb 

TOTAL 
Douglas-fir 
Late Succ.Old Growth 

Late Succ.-Mature 

1,500 3,957 3,957 8,597 3,957 3,957 
136,700 136,700 136,700 136,700 136,700 136,700 

400 796 1,192 1,588 1,984 2,380 
39,600 40,374 41,148 40,536 41,310 42,084 

Sapling-pole 
S hrub-seedling 
Grass-forb 

TOTAL I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 
VEGETATION STAGE TOTALS 

16,600 13,989 11,378 8,767 6,457 5,287 
300 60 1 2,042 3,483 6,009 6,009 
400 1,540 1,540 2,926 1,540 1,540 

Late Succ.Old Growth 

Late Succ.-Mature 

S apling-pole 
Shrub-seedling 

Grass-forb 

TOTALS 
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108,900 109,397 114,365 118,860 119,974 123,236 
470,600 474,598 486,543 490,876 495,446 504,359 
344,300 318,462 292,624 266,786 246,450 241,955 

10,600 16,102 37,445 46,370 57,878 56,689 
9,000 24,841 12,423 20,508 23,652 17,161 

943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 
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h b l e  3.64) Forest Structwral Stages Alter 
Current 1 '  ~ e e a d e 1  
Acres 

Lodgepone pine 
Late Succ.OEd 'Growth I 38,8000 I 38,412 

ative B 
Decade2 1 Decade3 1 Decade4 I Decade5 

38,655 I 3'9,096) 1 39,603 I 40,137 

~~ 

Late Succ.-Mature 121,400 123,421 1 1  125,295 I 125,936 I 127,277 129,289 
Sadina-pole 54,100 49,059 44,1018 I 38,977 I 35,241 30,565 
Shrub-seedling I 2,51010 3,170 i 3,695 4,255 4,995 
Grass-forb 1,8100 8610 1,020 I 2,360 1 1,600 870 
TOTAL M8,OOO 248,000 248,0100 243,000 I 248,00101 I 248,000 
Ponderosa Pime I 
Late Succ.sOld Growth 1,3140 2,105 74,497 3,715 4,520 ~ 5,325 
Late Succ.-MataPre 113,86)0 110~,1051 125,295 1102,546 98,797 95,048 

TOTAL 1 57,300 I 57,3010 1 57,300; 1 57,300 I 57,300 
VEGETATION STAGE TOTALS 
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S apling-pole 

Shrub-seedling 

Grass-forb 
TOTALS 

344,300 318,462 292,624 266,786 246,450 244,833 
10,600 16,102 40,323 61,808 80,072 77,470 
9,000 27,7 19 24,983 27,264 25,117 25,680 

943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 
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Shmb-seedling 

Table 3.62 Forest Structural Stages Alternative E 

Acres 
Current Decade1 Decade2 Decade3 Decade4 Decade5 ' 

10,600 I 16,102 I 23,997 I 31,910 I 34,322 34,327 

hdgepde pine 
Late Succ.'Qld Growth 38,,0010 3'9,874 41,744 43,614 45,484 47,354 

/ Late Succ.Olld Growth I 69,200 1 71,925 I 74,652 I 77,379 I 80,106 1 82,833 

I I 

I 344,300 1 318,462 I 292,624 I 266,786 1 246.450 I 228.507 Sapling-pole 

I Grass-forb 1 9,000 I 11,393 1 11,411 I 11,412 ~1 11,398 I 11,411 I 
1 TOTALS I 9438,400 I 943,4008 1 943,400 1 '943,400 1 943,400 1 943,406) I 
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Current Decade 1 
Acres 

Lodgepole pine 

Decade 2 Decade 3 Decade 4 Decade 5 

Late Succ.Old Growth 

Late Succ.-Mature 
~ ~~~~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _  

Sapling-pole I 254,300 I 235,852 I 217,404 1 198,956 I 183,168 176,753 

38,000 38,924 39,850 40,773 41,701 42,625 
195,800 201,291 206,912 212,253 218,110 223,594 

TOTAL I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 I 57,300 
VEGETATION STAGE TOTALS 

Late Succ.-Mature 

Sapling-pole 

Shrub-seedling 
Grass-forb 

TOTALS 

LateSucc.0ldGrowth 1 108,900 I 113,326 I 117,756 I 122,183 I 126,615 I 131,040 
470,600 474,13 1 477,948 18 1,420 485,440 488,799 
344,300 312,747 281,194 249,641 223,590 80,665 

10,600 16,102 39,699 63,007 81,160 80,665 
9,000 27,095 26,806 27,153 26,600 27,268 

943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 943,400 
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